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Abstract. This paper studies the notion of conﬂict for a variant of
Delta-Oriented Programming (DOP) without features, separating out
the notions of hard and soft conﬂict. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne a language
for this subset of DOP and give a precise, formal deﬁnitions of these
notions. We then deﬁne a type system based on row-polymorphism that
ensures that the computation of a well-typed product will always succeed
and has an unambiguous result.

1

Introduction

Delta-oriented programming (DOP) [21,22] is a recent approach to developing
Software Product Lines (SPLs) [6] that addresses several limitations of previous
approaches: it completely dissociates feature models from feature modules (now
called deltas), which allows features to be implemented using more than one
delta and deltas to be used by several features, thus improving modularity, reuse
and ﬂexibility; moreover, DOP enables non-monotonic modiﬁcations of the core
architecture, including the removal of ﬁelds, methods and even classes. DOP is
ﬂexible and enables the modular construction of SPLs. However, tool support
for DOP is not as mature as for other SPL approaches. In particular, the issue
of validating delta-oriented programs has not fully been addressed. Schaefer et
al. [20] propose to generate a collection of constraints for delta-oriented product
lines, ensuring that the manipulations done on the core product are sound and
the resulting products are type safe. However, this work has several limitations:
i) as it is based on constraints, the types do not reﬂect the structure of the
deltas; ii) it presupposes that the order in which the deltas are applied on a core
is totally speciﬁed; and iii) it generates a set of constraints per product, which
means that the complexity is exponential in the number of deltas. More recently,
the present authors proposed an approach [16] that addresses the ﬁrst of these
limitations using row polymorphism [19] to capture the structure of products and
the semantics of deltas in the types. The underlying computational model takes
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core k {
c l a s s Settings {
i n t coffee ;
}

delta Sugar {
modifies c l a s s Settings {
adds i n t sugar ;
}
modifies c l a s s CMachine {
modifies make {...}
}
}

c l a s s CMachine {
Settings conf ;

}
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void make () {...}
void makeCoffee () {...}

}
delta Choco {
modifies c l a s s Settings {
adds i n t chocolate ;
}
modifies c l a s s CMachine {
adds makeChoco () {...}
modifies make () {...}
}
}

delta ColorPrint {
modifies c l a s s CMachine {
modifies make () {...}
modifies makeCoffee () {...}
modifies makeChoco () {...}
}
}

product p s { Choco Sugar } k
product p h { Choco ColorPrint } k

Fig. 1. Soft and Hard Conﬂicts

a collection of classes as its basis and applies deltas in some order to update
them. This paper presents an extension of this approach to deal with the second
limitation.
In DOP, if feature modules are applied to a core product in a diﬀerent order
it is not necessarily the case that all computations give the same result. This is
illustrated by the code in Figure 1.
This example models a coﬀee machine with core k comprised of a class Setting
storing the type of coﬀee to brew, and a class CMachine with a generic make
method and a method makeCoffee, called by make to prepare coﬀee. In addition to this core, there are three deltas: Choco adds the capability of brewing
hot chocolate; Sugar adds the possibility of setting the quantity of sugar; and
ColorPrint changes the make* methods so that messages are printed in color. Finally, there are two diﬀerent products: ps applies deltas Choco and Sugar on the
core k, and product ph is constructed by applying deltas Choco and ColorPrint
to the core. The order in which the deltas are applied is free in this example,
and thus ps and ph can either be computed by applying either delta Choco or
the other one ﬁrst.
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P L ::= 0 | P LE P L
P LE ::= core k {CL}
| delta d after DL {COL}
| product p = {DL} k
COL ::= CO | CO; COL
FOL ::= F O | F O; FOL
CO ::= adds C | removes c |
F O ::= adds F
| removes f |

DL
CL
FL
C
F

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

 | d DL
 | C CL
 | F; FL
class c {F L}
T f def

modifies c {FOL}
modifies f

Fig. 2. Calculus Syntax

Applying ﬁrst Choco and then Sugar in ps results in a product with the
method make deﬁned by the delta Sugar, whereas if Sugar is applied ﬁrst, the
method make is deﬁned by Choco: the computation of ps is ambiguous (i.e. it can
have diﬀerent results), caused by a soft conﬂict between the deltas Choco and
Sugar. Such soft conﬂicts can be dealt with in two ways: by deﬁning a partial
order between delta: for instance, by stating that Choco is always applied after
Sugar, the computation of ps is unambiguous; and by deﬁning another delta to
resolve the conﬂict: adding to ps delta SweetChoco that replaces the method make
after applying Choco and Sugar will also make the computation unambiguous.
The product ph presents another kind of conﬂict, called hard conﬂicts. While
ﬁrst applying the delta Choco and then ColorPrint, the computation succeeds without any error, ﬁrst applying ColorPrint results in an error because
ColorPrint tries to modify method makeChoco before it exists. Such hard conﬂicts can only be resolved by imposing an ordering on the deltas specifying that
ColorPrint must be applied after Choco. The work on Abstract Delta Modelling discussed only soft conﬂicts—otherwise hard conﬂicts did not cause an
error—though the theory could easily encompass both [4].
Roadmap. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a DOP language focusing on deltas and conﬂicts. Section 3 presents a formal deﬁnition of
soft and hard conﬂicts. Section 4 introduces our type system to capture runtime
errors and conﬂicts. Section 5 compares our approach with related work and
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Delta-Oriented Programming

In the rest of the paper, we will use the term member for either a method or
a ﬁeld of a class. The syntax of our delta-oriented programming language is
presented in Figure 2. A product line P L is a sequence of element declaration
P LE. An element can either be a delta delta d after DL { COL }, where DL
is used to construct the partial order between deltas (see Deﬁnition 2) and COL
is the body of d; a core product core k { CL }, where CL is the set of classes
deﬁning the core k; or a product product p = { DL } k, where DL are the
deltas to be applied to the core k to produce p.

Conﬂict Detection in Delta-Oriented Programming
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CO and F O are the operations on classes and members, respectively. It is
possible to add, remove and modify both classes and members. The modiﬁcation
of a class is done with a sequence of operations on members FOL, while the
modiﬁcation of members is not speciﬁed in our language that only focuses on
the manipulation on the structure of the cores, not their behavior.
Free names. The declaration of a new delta d, of a new core k or of a new
product p, respectively binds d, k or p in the rest of the program. This notion
of binders and free names implicitly creates a form of α-conversion on our P L
terms. We note P L =α P L when P L is α-equivalent to P L . Using this notion
of α-conversion, we can assume that all declared deltas, cores and products of a
product line P L have diﬀerent names.
Definition 1. A product line P L with no free names is said to be closed. We
denote P cl the set of all closed product lines.
Semantics. The full semantics of the language is presented elsewhere [5,15]. The
principle of the computation of a product in our language is quite simple. The
delta names in DL are sorted to match the order given by the keyword after.
When the order is not total, several sequences of deltas are possible, creating the
possibility of conﬂicts. Then, the code of the deltas are applied in order to the
core, thus computing the product. The following deﬁnition presents the formal
construction of the order between deltas, which is necessary to deﬁne the notion
of conﬂicts (hard and soft).
Definition 2. A general context G is a product line with a hole •. Given a
product line P L and a term t given by one of the productions in Figure 2. Say
that t is in P L (denoted t ∈ P L) if there exists a general context G such that
P L = G[t]. The relation <P L between delta names is deﬁned as the smallest
transitive relation satisfying the following property
delta d after d1 . . . dn {COL} ∈ P L ⇒ di <P L d.
Finally, the next deﬁnition presents the equivalence relation used to sort delta
names, which is used in our type system.
Definition 3. A relation R is closed under general context iﬀ
∀G, x, y,

xRy

⇒

G[x] R G[y]

Deﬁne the relation ≡dl as the smallest equivalence relation closed under general
context validating the following rule (where d1 and d2 are delta names):
DL ≡dl DL
d1 d2 DL ≡dl d2 d1 DL

3

.

Conflicts

Clarke et al. [4] deﬁne the notion of conﬂict for an abstract notion of delta,
but they do not capture hard conﬂicts. This section proposes a more precise
deﬁnition based on the notion of action.
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actc (adds class c {F L})  {c} ∪ members(c, F L) → add
actc (removes class c)  {c} ∪ {c.f | f ∈ F} → rem
actc (modifies class c {F OL})  {c} → mod  actf (c, F OL)
actc (CO; COL)  actc (CO)  actc (COL)
actf (c, adds T f def )  {c.f} → add

actf (c, removes f)  {c.f} → rem

actf (c, modifies f)  {c.f} → mod
actf (c, F O; F OL)  actf (c, F O)  actf (c, F OL)
add  add  add
rem  add  mod
mod  add  mod

A⊥=A
⊥A = A
add  rem  ⊥
add  mod  add
rem  rem  rem
rem  mod  rem
mod  rem  rem mod  mod  mod

Fig. 3. Actions of Operations

Actions. The following syntax gives the elements E manipulated by a delta and
how they can be manipulated:
E ::= c | c.f
A ::= ⊥ | add

|

rem

|

mod

Given a class c or an member c.f (annotated with its class name c), a delta
can either do nothing with it (⊥); add it (add); remove it (rem); or modify it
(mod). Denoting the set of all elements E (resp. all actions A) by E (resp. A),
we deﬁne the eﬀect (or action by language abuse) of a delta d as the function
f : E → A which maps every element E to the action performed by d on E.
The action of the code of a delta is deﬁned inductively in Fig. 3, based on the
following notions.
Definition 4. Given a set of elements S ⊆ E and an action A. Use S → A to
denote the function f : E → A such that f (E) = A when E ∈ S and f (E) = ⊥
for all E ∈ S. Given two functions f, g : E → A. Use f  g to denote the function
h : E → A such that h(E) = f (E)  g(E), where  is deﬁned in Fig. 3.
Adding a class corresponds to the action add on the class and on all of its members (denoted by the set members(c, F L)). Removal corresponds to the action
rem on the class and on all of its possible members (noted F ). Modiﬁcation
corresponds to mod, plus all the actions done on the member level. Sequential
composition of operators is handled by the operator .
Finally, the action of a product line that maps all delta names to their actions
for a closed product line is deﬁned as follows.
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TP
T CLc
CP
TC
T F Lf
TFP
TD
TO
J

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
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{T CL∅ }
Absc | ρc | c : CP ; CL{c}c
PreJ (T C) | AbsJ (T C)
{F L∅ }
AbsfJ | ρfγ | f : F P ; F L{f}f
AbsJ | PreJ
T P → T P | ∀α.T D
T C → T C | ∀α.T O
γ | ⊥ | J; (d, A) | J; (d1 . . . dn )
Fig. 4. Type Syntax

Definition 5. Given a closed product line P L. The action of P L, denoted act(P L),
is a function that maps all the deltas declared in P L to their code’s action:

act(P L)(d) 

actc (COL) if delta d after DL {COL} ∈ P L
E →⊥
otherwise

Conﬂicts. The following deﬁnition captures the two kinds of conﬂict:
Definition 6. Given a closed product line P L, an element E, a product
product p = {DL} k ∈ P L, and two delta names d1 , d2 ∈ DL such that
d1 ≮P L d2 ∧ d2 ≮P L d1 . Product line P L has a soft conﬂict, denoted P L E
p
d1  d2 , iﬀ E is a member c.f and act(P L)(d1 )(E) = act(P L)(d2 )(E) = mod.
There is a hard conﬂict, denoted P L E
p d1  d2 , iﬀ both deltas are acting on
E and one of them is not doing a simple modiﬁcation. That is,
(act(P L)(d1 )(E), act(P L)(d2 )(E)) ∈ ({⊥} × A) ∪ (A × {⊥}) ∪ {(mod, mod)}
A conﬂict occurs when two operations on the same element may not produce
the same result. An example soft conﬂict results from two modiﬁcations of an
member: the two possible sequences can produce a diﬀerent result, thus causing
ambiguity. Hard conﬂicts produce an error during the computation of a product.
For instance, ﬁrst modifying an element and then removing it is correct, whereas
trying to modify an element that was removed is erroneous. Finally, it is possible
to resolve soft conﬂicts with another delta that acts on the element after the
conﬂict:
Definition 7. Given a soft conﬂict P L E
p d1  d2 . This conﬂict is resolved iﬀ
there exists d ∈ dep(p) such that d1 <P L d, d2 <P L d and act(P L)(d)(E) = ⊥,
with
dep(p)  {d1 . . . dn | product p = {d1 . . . dn } k ∈ P L}
Theorem 1. A closed product line P L with no unresolved conﬂicts is unambiguous.
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Type System

The type system extends our previous work [16] to capture conﬂicts. Its syntax
is presented in Figure 4.
Row types [19] capture the structure of products and classes, row polymorphism is used to type deltas and annotations, J, capture the action of deltas
and conﬂicts. The type of a product T P consists of a mapping between class
names c and presence information that can either be PreJ (T C), meaning that
the class is present, where T C speciﬁes which members are present and which are
absent from the class, and J speciﬁes the previous actions done on the class; or
AbsJ (T C), meaning that the class is not part of the product, where T C speciﬁes all members absent and stores the past actions done to them—normally
this component would not be present, but the type system needs to track the
previously applied actions, even when a member has been removed. Row polymorphism is enabled with variables ρ which stands for an unknown mapping.
The structure of the type T C is similar to T P with two diﬀerences: as members
do not have an inner structure, presence information for them do not contain an
inner type; and empty rows AbsfJ (resp. row variables ρfγ ) are annotated with a
general annotation J (resp. a conﬂict variable γ) to solve the technical diﬃculty
of storing the past actions done on the members of a deleted class. More details
can be found in the companion report [15]. Mappings T CLc (resp. T F Lf ) are
annotated with sets of class names c (resp. member names f ) to ensure that
they are just deﬁned once in a type. Deltas are typed with functional types T D
where α can either be a row variable ρ or a conﬂict variable γ.
Annotations, J, are used for conﬂict detection, which is structured into two
steps. We ﬁrst deﬁne the action of deltas inductively on their structure: each
simple operator acting on an element E is typed with an annotation on E of
the form γ; (d, A), where d is the name of the delta performing the operation,
A is the performed action, and γ represents past actions done on E. Using type
uniﬁcation, sequential composition of operators on the same element E result
in annotations of the form γ; (d, A1 ); . . . ; (d, An ), which are transformed using a
rewriting relation into γ; (d, A1 . . .An ), corresponding to the action of d on the
element E. These annotations are used later, during the typing of products, to
detect if they contain conﬂicts. This detection is done inductively on the structure of the list of delta DL declared in each product: given a list d1 . . . dn that
result in annotation J on an element E and a delta d that performs the action
A = ⊥ on E, using type uniﬁcation, the list d1 . . . dn d results in annotation
J; (d, A) on E, which is then checked and possibly transformed to record soft
conﬂicts using helper function called detect. Terms of the form J; (d1 . . . dn )
generally represent soft conﬂicts involving the n deltas di (but can also be used
to store delta names in some speciﬁc cases). Hard conﬂicts, corresponding to
possible errors, are ill-typed and thus have no syntactic representation in J.
Finally, to ensure the correctness of the conﬂict detection algorithm, past actions done on deleted members need to be remembered, even when the class itself
has been deleted. This means that the type of the deletion of the class c should be
able to identify each member fi in c, take their annotation Ji , and specify that
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the output product is typed with c : Abs({fi : AbsJi ;(d,rem) }). As discussed
in the companion report [15], it is not possible using standard uniﬁcation to
compute such a type. We solve this problem by using local substitutions [17,15],
which allow conﬂict variables γ to be substituted locally into an element E. For
instance, it is possible to type the removal of class c with
{c : Preγ ({ργ  })} → {c : Absγ;(d,rem) ({Absγ  ;(d,rem) })}.
It is possible to type the application of this operator to a product with class c
by ﬁrst unifying ρ with the structure of c, producing an input type of the form
{c : PreJ ({f1 : Preγ  ; . . . ; fn : Preγ  ; Absγ  })}, and then unifying each instance
of variable γ  with the annotation local to each member.
Relations. We deﬁne two relations on our type syntax: a structural equivalence
that identiﬁes types with the same semantics, and the rewriting relation used
for the computation the action of a delta.
Definition 8. A type context T is any type term with a hole •. Moreover, we
say that a relation R is closed under type context iﬀ
∀T, x, y,

xRy

⇒

T[x] R T[y]

The structural equivalence ≡ between types is the smallest equivalence closed
under type context satisfying the following rules, where a denotes either a class
name or a member name, K denotes either Abs, Pre or Pre(T C) and W l denotes
either a class list T CLc or a member list T F Lf :
a : K; b : K  ; W l ≡ b : K  ; a : K; W l
Absc{c} ≡ c : Abs⊥ ; Absc

f {f}

AbsJ

≡ f : AbsJ ; AbsfJ .

The rewriting relation  is the smallest reﬂexive and transitive relation that is
closed under type context satisfying the following rules:
(d, A); (d, A )  (d, A  A )

This equivalence relation states that the order in which the classes and members
are typed is not important, and that the empty row Absl corresponds to classes
and members being absent. Moreover, the rewriting relation states that when
we have two consecutive actions for the same delta d (typically coming from two
operators used in the deﬁnition of d), we can combine them using the operator
, thus computing the action of d. Finally, let N orm T D denote when the
annotations J in T D have been fully reduced with the rewriting relation, i.e.
when the actions of the deltas have been computed.
Typing Rules. The rules deﬁning our type system are structured in three parts:
classes and core products; operators on classes and products; and product lines,
i.e. deltas, core deﬁnitions and products.
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Φ = ⊥ ⇒ (J = J  = ⊥)

T:FL
T:CL

Φ
Φ

Φ = d, γ ⇒ (J = γ; (d, add) ∧ J  = γ)

T1 f1 def 1 ; . . . ;Tn fn def n : {f1 : PreJ ; . . . ;fn : PreJ ;AbsJ  }

F Li : T Ci
Φ

i ∈ 1..n

Φ=⊥⇒J =⊥

Φ = d, γ ⇒ J = γ; (d, add)

class C1 {F L1 } . . . class Cn {F Ln }
: {C1 : PreJ (T C1 ); . . . ;Cn : PreJ (T Cn );Abs}
Fig. 5. Typing Core Products

Core Products. The typing rules for core products are presented in Figure 5.
The rules for cores and classes have the form Φ E : T , where Φ is a delta
context, either a pair (d, γ) or ⊥, E is the typed term and T its type. When Φ is
a pair (d, γ), we are currently typing the addition of some classes performed by
delta d, where γ is the previous actions done on the elements. the annotation J
is γ; (d, add). Otherwise, when Φ is ⊥, we are typing a core and the annotation
is ⊥. The rule T:FL types the body of a class with a mapping stating that all
the members of the class are present. The rule T:CL types a core product with
a mapping stating that all the classes of the core are present, with their bodies
typed with the previous rule.
Operators. The typing rules for operators are presented in Figure 6. Our typing statements for operators have the form d E : T where d is the delta in
which the operators are declared, E is the typed operator and T is its type.
The typing rules for operators on members and core products are almost identical to the ones presented in our previous work [16], with the addition of the
annotations J describing the actions performed by the operator on the typed
element. For instance, the addition of a member f by a delta d, typed with the
rule T:AddMem, states that the operator expects: as input, a class with the
member f absent and annotated with a variable γ to capture manipulation done
by previous deltas; as output, the same class with member f added (i.e. present)
and with (d, add) added to γ, thus capturing the addition action performed by
d after the previous manipulations stored in γ.
To avoid duplication of typing rules, in the six last typing rules, we use E for
any language term, T for any type and Λ for either a delta name d or a typing
environments Γ that map delta names and core names to their types (these environments are used to type product lines). The rule T:Seq types the sequential
composition of operators. The rules T:Equiv and T:Rew introduce the usage
of the structural equivalence ≡ and rewriting relation ≺ in our type system.
Finally, the rules T:Inst, T:Gen and T:Subst deal with type generalization
and substitution, which can be freely applied.
Product Lines. The type rules for product lines are presented in Figure 7. The
typing judgements have the form Γ E : T , where Γ is the typing environment
storing the type of deltas and cores, E is the typed term and T is its type in the
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T:DelMem
T:ModMem
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J  = γ; (d, add)

J =γ

adds T f def : ∀ρ, γ.{f : AbsJ ;ργ } → {f : PreJ  ;ργ }

d

J  = γ; (d, rem)

J =γ
d

removes f : ∀ρ, γ.{f : PreJ ;ργ } → {f : AbsJ  ;ργ }
J  = γ; (d, mod)

J =γ
d

modifies f : ∀ρ, γ.{f : PreJ ;ργ } → {f : PreJ  ;ργ }

T:DelClass
J =γ

J  = γ; (d, rem)

removes class c : ∀ρ, γ, ρ , γ  .{c : PreJ ({ργ  });ρ } → {c : AbsJ  (Absγ  );ρ }

d

T:AddClass
J =γ
d

J  = γ; (d, add)

F OL : T C1 → T C2

d

ρ, γ fresh

modifies class c F OL : ∀ρ, γ.{c : PreJ (T C1 );ρ} → {c : PreJ  (T C2 );ρ}

T:Seq
d E : T1 → T2
d
T:Inst
Λ E : ∀ρ.T
Λ

FL : TC

adds class c F L : ∀ρ, γ, γ  .{c : AbsJ (Absγ  );ρ} → {c : PreJ  (T C);ρ}

T:ModClass
J =γ
J  = γ; (d, mod)
d

d, γ 

E:T

d

T:Rew
Λ E : TP → TP

E  : T2 → T3

E; E  : T1 → T3
T:Gen
Λ E:T
Λ

E : ∀ρ.T

Λ
T:Subst
Λ E:T
Λ

E : σ(T )

T P   T P 

E : T P → T P 
T:Equiv
Λ E:T
Λ

T ≡ T
E : T

Fig. 6. Typing Operators

context Γ . The type T can either be the type of a delta T D or a mapping Π
between product names and their type. The rule T:D types delta declarations
by: i) computing the type T D of the delta’s body COL; ii) computing the action
of the delta: the statement N orm T D means that the annotations in T D have
been completely rewritten by  (by construction of , every annotation thus
corresponds to the action performed by the delta on the annotated element);
and iii) continuing the typing of the product line with the environment Γ extended with a mapping between the delta and its type. The rule T:K types core
declarations by typing the declared classes and continuing the typing of P L with
the extended typing environment. The rule T:P types a product by typing the
list of deltas DL, ensuring that the core k is a valid input for DL, and adding
the type of the product to the rest of the mapping Π. The rule T:Name is used
to type names, where n is either a core or a delta name.
The type of a list of delta names DL is constructed using the four last typing
rules; it works as follows. Using the typing rule T:Eq based on the relation ≡dl ,
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T:D

COL : T D

d

T:P

⊥

T:Name
Γ n : Γ (n)

Γ;d : TD

PL : Π

Γ;k : TP

PL : Π

core k {CL} P L : Π

DL : T P → T P 
Γ

Γ
T:DL-D

CL : T P
Γ

Γ

TD

delta d after DL {COL} P L : Π

Γ

T:K

N orm

Γ

k : TP

Γ

PL : Π

product p = {DL} k P L : Π; p : T P 

Γ d1 . . . dn : T P1 → T P2
d : T P2 → T P3
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, d ≮P L di
detect(d, T P3 ) = T P4
Γ

d1 . . . dn d : T P1 → T P4

T:DL-E
Γ  : ∀ρ.{ρ}{ρ}

T:Eq
P L ≡dl P L

PL : Π

P L : Π

Fig. 7. Typing Product Lines

we sort the list of delta names to match <P L : DL is thus replaced by DL ,
corresponding to a valid computation of the product. This sorting is enforced
by the statement ∀d ∈ D1 . . . Dn , d ≮P L d in rule T:DL-D. Then, the list
is typed inductively using T:DL-E for the empty list and T:DL-D to add new
deltas to the list. Finally, the rule T:DL-D types the deltas in sequence, with the
additional application of the function detect(d, T P3 ) to detect conﬂicts added
or resolved by d using the annotations in T P3 . This function traverses type T P3 ,
applying detectClass on all annotations at the class level, and detectMem on
all annotations at the member level. We present in Figure 8 these two functions detectClass and detectMem (we omit the straightforward presentation of
detect) together with an helper function check which is used to check for hard
conﬂicts between the delta in input and all the previous actions performed on
the element. Note that because there are soft conﬂicts only at the member level,
the function detectMem returns a modiﬁed annotation or an error ERR when an
hard conﬂict is detected; detectClass returns only either OK when there are no
conﬂicts, or ERR otherwise.
Properties. The type system combines the properties of the classic row types
system and the conﬂict detection performed using annotations.
Definition 9. A type Π is said to be conﬂict free if there are no product name p,
type context T and annotation J of the form J  ; (d1 . . . dn ) such that Π(p) = T[J].
Definition 10. A product line P L has a delta application error iﬀ during its
reduction, either: i) a delta d that adds an element E is applied on a core that
already contains E; ii) a delta d that removes or modiﬁes an element E is applied
on a core that does not contain E.
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detectClass (d ,J ) {
i f J = J  ; (d, A) then
i f J  = J  ; (d , A ) then
i f d <P L d then
OK
e l s e i f A = A = mod then
check (d ,J  )
e l s e ERR
e l s e OK
e l s e OK
}
check (d ,J ) {
i f J = J  ; (d , A) then
i f d <P L d then OK
e l s e i f A = mod then
check (d ,J  )
e l s e ERR
e l s e i f J = J  ; (d1 . . . dn ) then
i f ∃i, di < d then OK
e l s e check (d ,J  )
e l s e OK
}
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detectMem (d ,J ) {
i f J = J  ; (d, A) then
i f J  = J  ; (d , A ) then
i f d <P L d then J
e l s e i f A = A = mod then
i f check (d ,J  ) = OK then
J  ; (d1 , d2 )
e l s e ERR
e l s e ERR
e l s e i f J  = J  ; (d1 . . . dn ) then
S ← {dj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n ∧ dj ≮P L d}
i f S = ∅ then
J
e l s e i f A = mod then
i f check (d ,J  ) = OK then
S  ← {dj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} \ S
J  ; (S  ); (d, S)
e l s e ERR
e l s e ERR
else J
else J
}

Fig. 8. Conﬂict Detection function

Theorem 2 (Soundness). Given a closed product line P L and type Π such
that ∅ P L : Π holds, there exists P L with P L ≡dl P L such that P L does
not have any delta application error.
Proof. Consider the derivation K of ∅ P L : Π. K can be transformed it into a
derivation K  where we apply the rule T:Eq only once, at the end. Consider the
term P L typed by K  just before the application of T:Eq: this term will not
have an error as our type system without T:Eq is more restrictive than [19].
Theorem 3 (Freedom). Given a closed product line P L and conﬂict free type
Π such that ∅ P L : Π holds. Then P L is conﬂict free.

5

Related Work

The goal of type checking the code base of a software product line is to ensure that the generated products are type safe, up to the degree of type safety
provided by the base language, without having to actually generate the products. Other static analysis techniques can instead be employed to check for other
potential deﬁciencies, without aiming to be ensure complete type safety.
Thaker et al. [23] describe an informally speciﬁed approach to the safe composition of software product lines that guarantees that no reference to an undeﬁned
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class, method or variable will occur in the resulting products. The approach is
presented modulo variability given in the feature model and deals especially with
the resulting combinatorics. The lack of a comprehensive formal model of the
underlying language and type system was rectiﬁed with Lightweight Feature Java
(LFJ) [8]. Underlying LFJ is a constraint-based type system whose constraints
describe composition order, the uniqueness of ﬁelds and methods, the presence
of ﬁeld and methods along with their types, and feature model dependencies.
The soundness of LFJ’s type system was validated using theorem prover Coq.
A formal model of a feature-oriented Java-like language called Featherweight
Feature Java (FFJ) [2] presents a similar base language that also formalizes
Thaker et al. [23]’s approach to safe composition, although for this system type
checking occurs only on the generated product. Coloured Featherweight Java [11],
which employs a notion of colouring of code analogous to but more advanced
than #ifdefs, lifts type checking from individual products to the level of the
product line and guarantees that all generated products are type safe. More
recent work [1] reﬁnes the work on FFJ, expressing code reﬁnements as modules
rather than low-level annotations. The resulting type system again works at the
level of the product line and enjoys soundness and completeness results, namely,
that a product line is well-typed if and only if all of its derived products are
well-typed.
In the above mentioned work the reﬁnement mechanisms are monotonic, so no
method/class removal or renaming is possible. Kuhlemann et al. [14] addresses
the problem of non-monotonic reﬁnements, though their approach does not consider type safety. They consider the presence of desired attributes depending
upon which features are selected. Checking is implemented as an encoding into
propositional formulas, which are fed into a SAT solver. Recent work addresses
non-monotonic reﬁnement mechanisms that can remove or rename classes and
methods. An alternative approach due to Schaefer et al. [20] generate detailed
dependency constraints for checking delta-oriented software product lines. The
checking of the constraint is performed per product, rather than at the level of
product lines. This approach to typing delta-oriented programs is complementary to our work, providing part of the checking we have omitted.
A number of static analysis techniques have been developed for the design
models or code of software product lines. Heidenreich [10] describes techniques
for ensuring that the correspondence between feature models, solution-space
models, and problem-space models, which is realised in the FeatureMapper tool.
In this tool, models are checked for well-formedness against their meta-model.
Similarly, Czarnecki and Pietroszek [7] provide techniques for ensuring that no
ill-structured instance of a feature-based model template will be generated from
a correct conﬁguration. Apel et al. [3] present a general, language independent,
static analysis framework for reference checking—checking which dependencies
are present and satisﬁed. This is one of the key tasks of type checking a software
product line. Similar ideas are applied in a language-independent framework for
ensuring the syntactic correctness of all product line variants by checking only
the product line itself, again without having to generate all the variants [12].
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Clarke et al. [4] present an abstract framework for describing about conﬂicts
between code reﬁnements and conﬂict resolution in the setting of delta-oriented
programming. Padmanabhan and Lutz [18] describe the DECIMAL tool, which
performs a large variety of consistency checks on software product line requirements speciﬁcations, in particular, when a new feature is added to an existing
system. Techniques developed for the analysis and resolution of interference of
aspects in AOP [13,9] address similar problems to analyses of software product
line conﬂicts, but they do not consider variability.

6

Conclusion

This paper presented a simple language for delta-oriented programming and
deﬁnes notions soft and hard conﬂicts, a type system based on row polymorphism
to capture errors and on a new concept of annotations to capture conﬂicts. This
paper also shows that, in contrast to Clarke et al. [4], the notion of conﬂict is
not simple and accurately detecting them is not easy. Much work remains to be
done. First, we need to extend our type system to ensure type safety not only of
delta application, but also of the generated products. Then, we need to extend
our calculus and type system to include features models. Whether this can be
done while keeping the time complexity of our type system polynomial in the
size of the product line remains to be seen.
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